
SCHOLASTIC ART AND WRITING AWARDS 2016 WINNERS CIRCLE

Online Galleries. Click the â€œSelect Worksâ€• button below to sort the gallery by year, award, state, category, and
more. Works from the Scholastic Art & Writing.

Click here to view the list of National Gold and Silver Medalists! Students should submit works that best
exemplify originality, technical skill, and the emergence of a personal vision or voice. Senior Portfolios
Graduating seniors may submit up to two portfolios of work to be considered for awards and for scholarships.
Your submission should represent YOU. More than 2, entries in a wide variety of categories, including
painting, drawing, mixed media, photography, sculpture, graphic design, film, fashion, as well as senior art
portfolios are judged by a panel of judges over a course of several days. This bold experiment in
undergraduate education is named in honor of educational philanthropist and New School trustee Eugene M.
Every artist and writer has a unique visionâ€”and we want to see the world through your eyes. National
Medalists can leverage their success in the Scholastic Awards for tuition aid from a network of more than fifty
top partnering universities, colleges, and art schools. Category Updates! Lang offers the kind of intimate
education characteristic of a small college in the country, but, as a college of a progressive urban university in
the center of a major metropolitan area, it also offers unsurpassed opportunities for civic engagement,
internships, cultural enrichment, and exposure to new ideas. A lot has stayed the same, but some things have
changed this year. You can now include Novels in your Writing Portfolio submission! Be Original! Be sure to
review all the information for your category to make sure your piece meets the requirements. Why is this
exploration important to you? Luminaries in the visual and literary arts, some of whom are past award
recipients, serve as jurors for submissions. Photography submissions are limited to 16 individual submissions
per student. Parsons became part of The New School in  Novel submissions must also include a brief summary
of the entire novel. Who is eligible? A brief overview of the updates is belowâ€”be sure to click through to
each category description to read the full requirements! Before submitting, make sure your submission is an
original work. Regional winners are eligible for scholarships and cash prizes, are part of the exhibition at the
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, are invited to participate in an awards ceremony at the museum, and have
their work sent to New York City for national judging. Panelists look for works that best exemplify
originality, technical skill and the emergence of a personal voice or vision. The works can come from one
category or any combination of multiple categories.


